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Our role and purpose
The Care Quality Commission is
the independent regulator of
health and adult social care in
England
We make sure health and
social care services provide
people with safe, effective,
compassionate, high-quality
care and we encourage care
services to improve
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Hot Topics

VCOD Vaccination as
condition of Deployment

Current inspection activity
and what to expect
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VCOD
The Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) have amended
the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities)
Regulations 2014 so that, from 11 November 2021, all care home
workers and other visiting professionals will need to be fully
vaccinated against COVID-19, unless they have an exemption or
there is an emergency.

All staff being deployed into a care home – who are not exempt –
needed to have had their first dose by 16 September 2021 at the
latest.
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Amendment of regulation 12 (safe
care and treatment)
In regulation 12, after paragraph (2), insert—
“(3) For the purposes of paragraph (2)(h), a registered person (“A”)
in respect of a regulated activity specified in paragraph 2 of
Schedule 1 (accommodation for persons who require nursing or
personal care) in a care home must secure that a person (“B”)
does not enter the premises used by A unless—
(a)B is a service user residing in the premises used by A;
(b)B has provided A with evidence that satisfies A that either—
(i)B has been vaccinated with the complete course of doses of an
authorised vaccine; or
(ii)that for clinical reasons B should not be vaccinated with any
authorised vaccine;
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Amendment of regulation 12 (safe
care and treatment)
3 (c)it is reasonably necessary for B to provide emergency assistance in the premises used by A;
(d)it is reasonably necessary for B to provide urgent maintenance assistance with respect to the
premises used by A;
(e)B is attending the premises used by A in the execution of B’s duties as a member of the
emergency services;
(f)B is a friend or relative of a service user and that service user is or has been residing in the
premises used by A;
(g)B is visiting a service user who is dying;
(h)it is reasonably necessary for B to provide comfort or support to a service user in relation to a
service user’s bereavement following the death of a friend or relative; or
(i)B is under the age of 18.
(4) A registered person provided with information as evidence in accordance with paragraph (3)
may process that information.
(5) Nothing in this regulation authorises the processing of personal data in a manner inconsistent
with any provision of data protection legislation.
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CQC monitoring of VCOD

Registration -CQC will seek assurance from new providers, and from
existing providers varying their conditions of registration, that they will
have a robust governance process

Ongoing monitoring and inspection- Monitoring that providers comply
with the Regulations is CQC’s responsibility.

Enforcement- We will continue to use our existing assessment and
enforcement policies and take a proportionate approach
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Recording vaccination or exemption
status
The registered person should keep a record of:
• the vaccination or exemption status of staff members and the date
that the status was last checked
• the vaccination or exemption status of those entering the care
home unless exempt and the date that the status was last
checked

There is no requirement to record the clinical reason behind the
exemption - only record whether a person is medically exempt or
not.
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Regulation 18 ( registration)
notification of other incidents
18.— (1) Subject to paragraphs (3) and (4), the registered person
must notify the Commission without delay of the incidents
specified in paragraph (2) which occur whilst services are being
provided in the carrying on of a regulated activity, or as a
consequence of the carrying on of a regulated activity.

2 (g) any event which prevents, or appears to the service provider to
be likely to threaten to prevent, the service provider’s ability to
continue to carry on the regulated activity safely, or in
accordance with the registration requirements, including—
(i) an insufficient number of suitably qualified, skilled and
experienced persons being employed for the purposes of carrying
on the regulated activity,
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Useful links
The Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) (Amendment)
(Coronavirus) Regulations 2021
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/891/made
Operational guidance Coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccination of people working or
deployed in care homes: operational guidance (publishing.service.gov.uk)

Care providers alliance webinar 26/8/2021 with CQC & NHS England
https://careprovideralliance.org.uk/assets/pdfs/covid-vaccination-as-condition-ofdeployment-cpa-qanda-august-21.pdf
NHS letter to all NHS colleagues
Coronavirus » Vaccinations for NHS staff entering care homes (england.nhs.uk)
Frequently Asked Questions
C1372-FAQs-re-Vaccinations-for-NHS-staff-entering-care-homes_Aug21.pdf
(england.nhs.uk)

https://ww w.cqc.org.uk/news/stories/statement-covid-19-vaccination-peopleworkingdeployed-care-homes-role-care-quality
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Responding to risk

• With the risks relating to COVID-19 still present, we won’t just be
returning to business as usual

• The pandemic means that we cannot return to our fixed
timetable or frequency rules on inspecting

• We need to strike a balance between making sure we hear

people’s experiences and minimising risk of spreading infection

• On-site inspections are a valuable tool, and we’ll continue to
focus on services where we have concerns about the quality of
care
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What now
From July 2021 we’re introducing a monthly review of the information we have on most of
the services we regulate.

This approach will:

•
•

Help us to prioritise our activity
Publishing a statement on our website for lower risk services. This will let providers and
the public know that we have not found any evidence that tells us we need to re-assess
the rating or quality of care at that service at that time.

For all the services we regulate, we will continue to:

•
•
•

Focus on safety and how effectively a service is led

•

Use digital methods and our local relationships to have better direct contact with people
who are using services, their families and staff in services

•

Target inspection activity where we have concerns.

Have structured conversations with providers, with a focus on safety and leadership
Use our specific existing key lines of enquiry (KLOEs) to monitor a service
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Medicines optimisation team

Hayley File
22 September 2021
29 September 2021

Medicines Optimisation Team

Medicines optimisation team

• 19 Pharmacist
Specialists

• 13 Medicines Inspectors
• Medicines are used in
all services regulated by
CQC

• Understanding the

person’s experience is
at the centre

Medicines Optimisation Team

What is Medicines Optimisation?
• Medicines are the most common treatment intervention across all
health and care settings

• Lack of medicines optimisation gives poor outcomes for people and
significant additional cost to the health and care system.[1]
237 million
medication
errors occur in
England each
year

Direct
cause of
712 deaths

Contributes to
up to 22,000
deaths
annually

Annual
financial
burden of
£1.6 billion

1. Elliott R, Camacho E, Campbell F, Jankovic D, Martyn St James M, Kaltenthaler E, Wong R, Sculpher M, Faria R.
Prevalence and economic burden of medication errors in the NHS in England. Rapid evidence synthesis and economic
analysis of the prevalence and burden of medication error in the UK. 2018.

Medicines Optimisation Team

Medicines in health and adult social
care
Six common areas of risk:
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Medicines questions in new PIR

What has stayed the same?

• Do you administer medicines?
• Controlled drugs
• Covert administration
• Administration via enteral
feeding
29 September 2021
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Medicines questions in new PIR

Medicines incidents

• How many medicine related
errors have there been in the
past 12 months?

• How many of these involved
controlled drugs?
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Medicines questions in new PIR

What is new?

• Numbers of people not having
medicines reviews

• Numbers of people being
given a medicine as a form of
restraint or to control behavior
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Psychotropic medicines
• Antipsychotics
• Antidepressants
• Mood stabilisers

• Sedatives
• Anxiolytics (benzodiazepines)
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Contact Details

For advice about medicines please email us:

Medicines.enquiries@cqc.org.uk
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Registration:
Services for
people with
learning disabilities
and autistic
people
PATRICK WILKINSON –
REGISTRATION MANAGER

The Data

132

Registration Inspectors

68

Registration Support Officers

54 0000

Applications per year

10%

Not valid/needed

20%

Rejected (50% of all DCA applications)

5%

Withdrawn

2%

Refused

60%

Approved

The latest



Covid 19


Vaccinations



Infection Prevention and Control



Backlogs



Review of Application process – going digital



Pre application Engagement with a focus on services for people with learning
disabilities and Domiciliary Care services



Corporate providers



Sales and Transfers



Unregistered Providers



Resource modeling - Low risk applications review

What’s working and what’s
improving?


High percentage of approvals



Accurate Register



Clarity of what’s in scope



Innovation



Timescales to process applications



Number of applications forms to complete



Website

Learning Disability Applications


Pre application discussion and engagement



Additional Guidance – RSRCRC



Understanding the application process

Talk to us before you apply



We want to have informed discussions with providers about our
guidance, Right Support, Right Care, Right Culture



Providers want more clarity about the likely outcome for an
application



Contact us to tell us a about your plans before you apply

Staying up to date
Receive our Provider Bulletin
Sign up here: https://www.cqc.org.uk/news/newsletters-alerts/email-newsletters-cqc

Follow our CQC Twitter account
For the most up to date, immediate information
Follow: @CQCProf

Get involved on our digital platform
Feedback surveys available on themes and the strategy
Sign up here: https://cqc.citizenlab.co/en-GB/

Listen to our Podcasts
Wherever you usually listen to Podcasts ie. Spotify
Search for: CQC Connect

Read our Blogs
Keep up to date on our latest thinking.
Look for: https://medium.com/@CareQualityComm
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Thank you

www.cqc.org.uk
enquiries@cqc.org.uk
@CQCProf
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